FAQ compact cassette FOX C-60
Labels and J-Card characteristics

1. Can I write on my J-Card?
Yes, you can write on your J-card. One face of the J card is blank and enables you to write
album title, songs names etc.
2. Will you provide self-adhesive stickers labels?
A self-adhesive sticker with room to write what you want is included with each cassette.

Audio performances
3. What can we except regarding audio performance with FOX?
Professionals have benchmarked the FOX cassette and confirm that the FOX performs very
well in the lower frequency and is close to type II in the higher-frequency.
Our FOX has very close characteristics than the BASF Ferro extra produced in the 90’s. You
can find our latest technical datasheet on:
https://www.recordingthemasters.com/audiocassettes/

Shipping
4. What will be the shipping charges when we are not in France?
We are in the process to select distributors/resellers that can propose our product in your
country.
You will find below the link towards our reseller list. A cassette icon has been added to FOX
C60 official resellers: https://www.recordingthemasters.com/dealers/

C-90 and other recording time
5. Do you plan to release FOX C-90 tapes in the future?
We are currently testing the market with the C-60 and learning from our clients and
partners. In the meantime, we are looking for the best ways to produce cassettes with more
recording time but no compromise on quality and consistency.
6. Who still manufacture cassettes? Why other brands are able to produce C90 cassettes?
As far as we know, we are the last manufacturer of fresh cassette tapes in the world. Some
other companies offer services to replicate and/or assemble tapes and cases. However, they
do not manufacture the cassette tapes.

Cassette type II or type IV
7. Do you plan to release type II Chrome and/or type IV Metal tapes in the future?
Not for the moment, as we want to first check that there is still a market for the compact
cassette. Our Fox type I offers very good quality for music recording. Our priority is to make
our FOX cassette accessible to the market globally and then to release other recording
times.
We have a similar process with reel to reel. First, we got the quality right, then made sure
anyone could have access to it.

Other design
8. Will you change the design of the cassette?
We do not have any plan at the moment, but we will consider it if the market demands it.

Divers
9. Why the FOX name ?
FOX stands for Ferric-OXide. Moreover the fox is an animal with an orange tail. Orange is
the main color of our brand RecordingTheMasters.

